avVento
a ground of foundation

avVento (2011/2015) is a multi-year project conceived
as an “ideal space of foundation” gathering together several
artists with the common assignment to contribute to the
writing of a post-modern myth of foundation, from the
origin to the sign, from the vision to its accomplishment.
The writing of this myth does not follow the thread of a
story, but the tremors of a bodily reflection.
The project originates from the need to recognize
ourselves in the urgency of a founding perspective for
the contemporary existence, and therefore inaugurating a
common question space on the mutations that change our
historical-social-geographical-identity-making
present,
focusing on a complexity that overtakes us, being the place
we inhabit at the same time.
Therefore we assume the foundation as that inaugural,
instituting action that raises from the private and individual
signification to project itself in a plural dimension.

We wanted to consider the question focusing mostly on the ethos, on
the shape of the artistic practice needed to face it, rather than on its
content. As the “foundation” act that was the object of our reflection
would have been inscribed in an inter-subjective dimension rather than
in an individual one, so the “creative” act asked to be re-conceived,
re-configured, in a relational dimension, more than in a personal one.
Therefore we inaugurated avVento as a building itinerant site of
scenic research, a dialogical and multidisciplinary creation device in
which the presence of every single artist is not important for itself,
creating an autonomous and self-sufficient work. The presence of the
artist acts and intends itself as a founding transition of a community
dimension, in which different artists commit themselves in building
a confrontation space conceiving their own creations as lines of a
dialogue.
The project avVento is not a single scenic work, it activates a
multilingual collective writing, considering several expression levels,
whose signs will be readable in their totality at the end of the whole
path (an online archive will be published in 2015). Meanwhile the
different signs of the discourse are deeply rooted in a founding part of
the question, being independent one from the others.
The structure of the whole project moves from the writing of the
“10 chapters of foundation” by Loretta Mesiti (TeatrInGestAzione).
They constitute the thematic framework to which the creative devices
activating the creation of the parts of the discourse answer in a
rhizomatic way, and not in a consequential one.

The parts of the discourse develop throughout different expressive
languages and being in dialogue with different artists, who were
asked to interact with the themes of the project in an autonomous
and concerning manner. These transits remain in avVento’s path as
an indelible sign of every new inaugurated dialogue. These passages
create signs in which every artist who accepted our invitation can
recognize his own passage. At the end of the path they will be
collected under one single sight and they will reveal the movement
of an entire community who contributed at the reflection on a new
myth of foundation.
Until now this systemic and polysemic work has left the following
marks:
- #1.Absolute Beginners - scenic work, by TeatrInGestAzione
- #2.Bestiale Copernicana - scenic work, by TeatrInGestAzione
- Where we belong - photographic work, by Valentina Quintano
- Abbattere - painting series, by Black Spring Graphics
- Corpus - photographic catalogue, by Angela Grimaldi
(under the supervision of Professor Fabio Donato, Photography
Chair, Fine Arts Acedemy, Naples)
… and parts of the discourse to complete:
- #3. Geologhemi - literary work, by Loretta Mesiti

10 CAPITOLI DELLA FONDAZIONE (2011)

La Radice (2011)
Absolute Beginners (2012)

Bestiale Copernicana (2014)

Where we belong (2014)
Abbattere (2013)

Corpus (2013)

GEOLOGHEMI (2015)

10 CHAPTERS OF THE FOUNDATION
by Loretta Mesiti

1. To change skin.

The molt that attacks the skin is the endogenous
change that announces every foundation. The
identity of the intact skin does not launch and does
not lays the foundation, with its impermeable and
unchangeable contour. It remains. It lingers. It
continues. Sometimes it is engaged in defending
itself. Only who discovers himself divergent, the
one whose skin starts to molt, is ready to undertake
the venture.
The foundation starts independently from desire
and intentions. It starts at the origin, when a
breach opens on the compact and smooth skin
letting the sedentary identity be shaken by the
possibility of something new, by the possibility of
a journey.

2. To nurture a vision.

To let the levels proliferate. To disperse projects.
The new is not efﬁcient. It takes root only from the
abundance of the wastefulness. It ferments only at
the edge of inﬁnite lost fantasies.

3. To let the homeland burn.
Sometimes to turn your back on the relatives,
sometimes on the father calling for help.

4. To chose/ To ﬁnd/ To acquire a new
name.
5. To leave the lending place.
To leave the warm nest. To abandon the comfort,
the abundance, the reassuring safety of the organic
and organized path we received as heritage. The
foundation occurs along the incoherent, unsafe,
probably illogical path, with interrupted attempts,
meandering in vain along wrong routes. The
possibility of the foundation is there, just out of
the harbor.

6. To cross boundaries.
While crossing, to give them a new outline.
To heal boundaries as if they were wounds. Wounds
as if they were boundaries. So to write them a new
path. Sawing up snatches gaping territories and
identities. Opening chasms where territories and
identities appear like smooth and intact surfaces.

7. To cross the desert
The desert is the dry and desolate territory you
have to cross in a solitary path first. The desert
means struggling with hunger, thirst. It leads to a
first path that always originates from the scarcity
of means.

8. To make a plea.
Foundation begins solitary. In the intimacy of
VISION. In the un-shareable utopia of the sight
turning somewhere else. But no beginning can be
solitary. Thus the founder shall look for words to
generate fellow founders, to turn foreign gazes
towards the same horizon. Persuading them, to
start the journey together.

9. To create a new community.
10. To leave a sign.
The foundation project does not finish in a life
time. Or it will not last. The founder who tastes
the joy of seeing the realization of his own project
will also taste the sorrow of seeing its failure. It
is proven by the experience of the great French
revolutionaries, who sow the result of their actions
collapse in a few years. The major building
projects of the ancient times and of Middle Ages
are still visible nowadays. They were created by
generations and generations of architects and
workers. Therefore, for the founder the question
is not completing the work, ending the path, but
leaving a mark of the route, leaving a sign that
can tell the inspiration that moved him.
That is the danger, bat also the role of the
wind. Sometimes the wind disperses the signs,
sometimes it carries them far away.
Therefore, as it happened to Aeneas, often the
most successful founders are those who renounce
to make heroic deeds, so that their unfinished
journey becomes the inspiration for other people
to start their own path. They left harden their
own skin, letting it lose the possibility to move,
losing its human life and becoming bark, on
which carving the signs of his own path.

avVento #1.ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS

To cross boundaries. While crossing, to give them
a new outline. To heal boundaries as if they were
wounds. Wounds as if they were boundaries.
So to write them a new path. Sawing up snatches
gaping territories and identities. Opening chasms
where territories and identities appear like smooth and
intact surfaces.

Wer weiß, wann sie dem Land die Grenzen zogen
und um die Kiefern Stacheldrahtverhau?
[...]
Wer weiß, was sie auf Grat und Gipfel suchten?
ein Wort? Wir haben’s gut im Mund verwahrt;
es spricht sich schöner aus in beiden Sprachen
und wird, wenn wir verstummten noch gepaart
[...]
I. Bachmann

The work is rooted in the specific theme of boundaries. The
political, physical, linguistic boundaries of identities that tend
to their dissolution, to heal what is stranger and familiar in a
new sign, bringing the sense of origin and the horizon that lies
in front of the path of a new community that is to be founded.
A philosophical-visionary meditation on boundaries, on
what it means to cross them. Boundaries between territories,
languages, edges of visibility, boundaries marking the
insuperable limit between the inside to the outside, to become
thresholds, point of passage, place of a continuous flowing
from one into the other.
Its scenic structure is given by the dismemberment of the
elements composing a single landscape, in which the actors
open unexpected poetical landscapes (built with essential
materials), as very workers of the “vision”.The narrative
synthesis is committed to the audience.The scenic action
develops as a visual construction, a sequence of visions in
which what is large gives birth to what is small, what is inside
gives birth to what is outside.
Fragments of bodies emerge from the amniotic fluidity of
darkness that swallows up the boundaries. Their integrity was
stolen but they are still able to act, they are still concentrated
on building and searching a possibility to read their own
condition and place their own existence.
The work thanks the suggestions of the poetess Ingeborg
Bachmann, to her research of a new language able to re-write
the boundaries.The work thanks the suggestions of the poetess
Ingeborg Bachmann, to her research of a new language able to
re-write the boundaries, in which we recognized the recurring
desire of a new founding movement that traces her work.

SOURCES
Ingeborg Bachmann, Undine geht
Ingeborg Bachmann, Die Zikaden
Ingeborg Bachmann, Frankfurter Vorlesungen
Ingeborg Bachmann, Ein Ort für Zufälle
Ingeborg Bachmann, Von einem Land einem Fluss und den Seen
Ingeborg Bachmann, Landnahme
Ingeborg Bachmann, Lieder auf der Flucht
Jean Luc Nancy, L´intrus
Jean Luc Nancy, Être singulier pluriel
Publio Virgilio Marone, Eneide (Libro III, Libro VI)
Publio Ovidio Nasone, Metamorfosi (Libro I: Metamorfosi di Io; Libro
III : Fondazione di Tebe e Metamorfosi dei denti di drago; Libro IV:
Metamorfosi di Cadmo; Libro X : Metamorfosi di Mirra e nascita di Adone)

#1.ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS
by TeatrInGestAzione
scenic itineraries Gesualdi / Trono
dramaturgic itineraries Loretta Mesiti
with Giovanni Trono, Alessia Mete, Francesco Moraca, Marzia Macedonio
PRODUCTION 2012
TeatrInGestAzione
with the support of
MOVIN’UP prize (Mibac and GAI)
Insitut für Theater, Film und Medienwissenschaf der
Goethe Universität; Hessisch Theaterakademie; Tanz
der Künste; Frankfurt LAB (Frankfurt am Main)
VIDEO: www.teatringestazione.com/portfolio
PASSWORD: tiga

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

length: 40’
languages: Italian or English
people in tour: 5
set up time: 4h
tear-down: 2h
minimum space requested:
8m x 7m x 4m (h)

avVento #2.BESTIALE COPERNIANA

SI POSSONO METTERE
FOTO

To make a plea. Foundation begins solitary. In the
intimacy of VISION. In the un-shareable utopia of the
sight turning somewhere else. But no beginning can
be solitary. Thus the founder shall look for words to
generate fellow founders, to turn foreign gazes towards
the same horizon. Persuading them, to start the journey
together.

The vision becomes real in the distance between the
intimate dimension that generated it and its need to
become plea, tearing the boundary of the subjective sight,
calling everybody to their own presence.
This is probably what happened to the visionaries who
preceded us. Their sight traced the sign of our present.
We decided to study some of them, trying to understand
which were the processes that led them to “see” in a new
way, and which part of their vision gives us the heritage
of the foundation. Among them, our first thought went to
Mikołaj Kopernik, who foresees the motion of the Earth
around the Sun at the beginning of sixteenth century. This
was the beginning of the history of a new way of seeing
“us” and of seeing the world. A sight able not to separate,
a sight rooted in a new consciousness of man, recognizing
himself as undistinguishable from the matter that we are
encrusted of, atoms among atoms, substance made of
animal and stars. Copernicus caused a rift in our way of
seeing that subverted the hierarchy between subject and
object of the vision, letting us recognize ourselves as
bodies among bodies, “seeing” part of the seen matter.

Bestiale Copernicana wishes to reflect upon the “genetic”
moment of foundation, investigating the processes, that
in different milieus of knowledge (science, philosophy,
spirituality) overturned and subverted our perceptions,
as well as those Copernican visions, that in their being
beastly, freed a new possibility of understanding ourselves
as humans and thus able to plan our actions.
Bestiale Copernicana is a work disposed in different spaces
and time: in theatre, domestic and outdoor spaces. Each
one of these part offers an autonomous interpretation, and
each part can be independent from the others.
The displacement of the action in different spaces and time
aims to give the audience the possibility to practice his
own creative autonomy, having the possibility to define
his own point of view. The audience therefore has the
possibility to sewing up a personal narration of the work
and its parts, that anyway remain autonomous one from
the other even if belonging to the same discourse.
We assume that the artistic action needed nowadays is
not the gesture closing its own fate in the defined formal
contour of a work, but the searching working act, in
creation, in process, in dialogue, that frees from the
meaning and provokes the audience to search and give a
new sense. Calling the parameters of theatre space - time
into question, we invocate a Copernican overturn of our
way of inhabiting the common space - time. From the
paradigm of representation in which the ACTION OF
WHO IS REPRESENTING allows and approves my
ABSENCE (“I watch you, letting you act in my own
place”), to the paradigm of the shared presence, in which
everyone is invited to BUILD his own stay, making his
presence an ACT OF CREATION.

In theatre, the theme of vision deals with the discourse
on the form, on its becoming matter, body, calling us to
the responsibility deriving from what we have seen that
cannot be ignored. Therefore the formal empty space
becomes a container of visions where sound, body, text
break up and displace.

In domestic space the actors build a series of actions
developing the themes of the work in relation with all the
possibility of the house. In order to allow the audience to
co-inhabit the place of the action, the space is prepared with
everyday use objects. The action of the actors is guided by
the assignment of revealing the sublime in everyday life,
giving it back to the sight. The visitors have no predefined
position, they are invited to free follow the movement of the
actors, anywhere they go. The audience may stay where the
action has ended, or it is going to happen, or the visitors may
also leave that place while the action is still in progress, or
leave the house to follow the actors out on the street. They
will be then free to stay, enter, go out, refuse, contemplate the
work of the performers who will not play actions according
to a predefined structure. According to the themes, in every
moment the performers will create a new relation with the
space, preparing it to receive the free choice of the audience.
The audience is therefore stolen of his predefined frame
of theatre representation, while receiving the assignment
to determine his own position making himself present or
absent to sight.

Urban acts are built in relation with the landscape, they
are what we use to call “vision tasks”. They constitute the
processual phase that we decide not to end, because it is a
training to inhabit the “vision”, to be there where the sight
stays when the sight stays.
These urban acts are directed to the audience that will attend
all the parts of the work, to those people who daily frequent
that urban space, who inhabit it, who cross it, who can
recognize in the landscape the sign the living figure who has
crossed it has left.

SOURCES
Apocalisse Ebraica. Libro della Rivelazione di Baruch
Albert Einstein, Come io vedo il mondo. La teoria della relatività
Albert Einstein, Pensieri, idee, opinioni
Werner Eisenberg, Fisica e filosofia
Giovanni Evangelista, Apocalisse
Giordano Bruno, De Infinito Universo e Mondi
Giordano Bruno, De la causa, Principio et Uno
Giordano Bruno, Spaccio della bestia trionfante
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, L´oeil et l´esprit
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Le visible et l´invisible
Jean-Luc Nancy, Noli me tangere
Jean-Luc Nancy, Corpus
Jean-Luc Nancy, 58 indices sur le corps
Jean-Luc Nancy, Corps-Théâtre

#2. BESTIALE COPERNICANA
by TeatrInGestAzione
scenic itineraries Gesualdi / Trono
dramaturgic itineraries Loretta Mesiti
photographic itineraries Valentina Quintano
with Giovanni Trono, Alessia Mete
PRODUCTION 2014
TeatrInGestAzione
with the support of
PAN Palazzo delle Arti di Napoli
(Napoli)
Ella Fiskum Danz R.E.D. (Norway)
Trasparenze > residenze - Atelier della Scena Contemporanea (Modena)
VIDEO: www.teatringestazione.com/portfolio
PASSWORD: tiga

TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS
length: 35’ (theatre/or formal space);
40’ (domestic space); variable length
(outdoor spaces)
languages: Italian or English
people in tour: 4
set up time: 4h
tear-down: 2h
minimum space requested: theatre/or
formal space
6m x 5m x 3m (h); domestic space at
least 3/4 rooms

avVento #3. GEOLOGHEMI
by Loretta Mesiti

A Multilingual Chartography
Geologhemi are literary, philosophical, poetic
and narrative nodes in which avVento´s embodied
creation process sublimates becoming word,
written trace. Remaining as a literary place to visit.
Geologhemi will re-trace the mutual resonance
that relates the different works of avVento, drawing
a geography of words. The different levels of
discourse (philosophical, poetic, dramatic) are
composed in a landscape, that will enable the
spectator/reader to develop his own reflection and
inviting him to dialogue with them.
A place of writing, a place of seeding and at
the same time a place of harvest. A ground of
Foundation. Where sounds become words and
words become signs. Where the reader can follow
in the open writing the path the bodies went
through.

VOIe/X de NOUS:
a più voci
voices
A mouth. Lips fingering the edges of a traced path.
A paper where the territory was drawn.
Here is the place of a silent hand.
Here a wrist that pushes that forces the soil to become root of
an erected wall.
Here a womb. Once and ever emptied and sheltered home.
Here, the place of a voice:
I that says I,
wound with no sound,
that only in here, inside, in the empty inside
of that womb
foundered resounds dense
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As I reached the place not place
A signed cross, indicates:
The direction without stasis
The point of passage
Passage that does not sound
If not in the present of a time
where “I” does not remain
but this inhabiting happens as chord, consenting
un abitare accade consenso plurale
There the promise reaches us
that WE
will receive
fathers
numerous as the stars of heaven
and that we, in us
blessed the populations
will be
submerged and
covered
by this fall
of senses
in which
hearing is understanding
at the same time. (unison not unison)
each one of those other voices

-

Below the references to the works
of the artists invited in participating
to the project avVento.

Where we belong by Valentina Quintano
http://www.valentinaquintano.net/

Abbattere by Black Spring Graphics
http://www.black-spring-graphics.com/personal/abstracta/abbattere/

Corpus by Angela Grimaldi
https://www.flickr.com/photos/teatringestazione/11830552376/in/photostream/

.

As a formal experiment, avVento stretches the process and
dialogic vocation that moves TeatrInGestAzione’s work,
pursuing the tension to:
- The realization of a reflexive matrix able to gather
the creative processes of several artists coming from
different disciplines focusing on common questions
and keeping the dialogue constantly alive.
- The construction of a systemic work that invites
the reader/spectator to move around the rifts of the
discourse composing his own sense, while the work is
declaring the single creative episodes as dissemination
of a unitary reflection process.

TEATRINGESTAZIONE
is based in Naples. Inter-subjective creative system in continuous poetical
revolution. His creative process aims to release the performing act from
the exhibition context, re-defining the concept of scene as the space of an
experimental sociality. TeatrInGestAzione purses an aesthetics based on
the accuracy of presence, the simplicity of elements and the essential use
of space. He is the responsible of cross projects (altofest.net and altofragile.
eu), based on the ethical principle of “Making Space”. In this frame the
artistic action is inserted in the urban and social architecture involving artists
and authors in order to question their processes and works, publically and
collectively. Among his last works avVento (2011-2015); Miss_la natura
dell’educazione (2014); Morse (2012); Canto Trasfigurato (2012); 3_to_1
(2011); Mamma!Sontanto Felice (2010); Alfredo #On Air (2008).
He has been hosted in national and international festivals and shows. His
work has been hosted among others by the Institut für Theater-Film und
Medienwissenschaft-Goethe Universität di Frankfurt am Main (Germany)
2011; Ella Fiskum Danz R.E.D. (Norway) 2013; Italian Performance Platform/
Ipercorpo - Forlì (2014); Trasparenze Atelier della Scena Contemporanea –
Modena 2014; Testimonianze Ricerca Azioni, Teatro Akropolis – Genova
2014; Finestre sul Giovane Teatro, Teatro Ridotto - Bologna, 2013; Napoli
Teatro Festival Italia – Napoli, 2010; E’(C)CENTRICO – Torino 2011 e
2013; Presente/Futuro 2011 – Palermo.
In 2011 he won the prize DE.Mo/Movin’UP (supporting the circulation of
young artists in the world, with the patronage of GAI and MiBAC).
TeatrInGestAzione develops an original theatrical pedagogy devoted to a
scenic presence and collective creation, dedicating a crucial part of the work
to the study of the body, considered to be as an endless discover machine
(meccanicAEmozionale: Emotional-Mechanics).
His pedagogic and artistic experience is collected by several degree thesis; by
the volume “Testimonianze Ricerca Azioni” ed. AkropolisLibri 2014; and by
the publication “Il tempo a Napoli”, Piermario Vescovo, Ed. Marsilio 2011.
In 2006 he inaugurated a pedagogic and creative project in Aversa Criminal
Psychiatric Hospital. The project is dedicated to the internees, aiming an
expressive awakening and foreseeing human dignity and its spaces.
TeatrInGestAzione was born in 2006 thanks to the encounter between Anna
Gesualdi and Giovanni Trono, from 2007 Alessia Mete and Loretta Mesiti
are permanently part of the group. He has been crossed by several bodies
permanently and indelibly.
.

contacts
Anna Gesualdi
direzione@teatringestazione.com
www.teatringestazione.com
fb teatringestazione
tw @ingestazione
skype teatringestazione

